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About OAGi

• US-based non-profit industry association (501(c)(3))
• Funded by members
• Founded in 1995
• **Mission:** Reduce the cost of integration by developing inter-operable, cross-functional, cross-industry, data-model-driven, and extensible standards to meet the challenge of a rapidly-changing global digital economy.
• **Key Resource:** OAGIS – a standard used by a large number of global companies as an enterprise canonical model and B2B model
Interoperability Touches Many Areas

- Controlled Vocabularies
- Enterprise Data Model
- GDPR
- ML
- AI
- Acquisitions
- A2A
- Joint Ventures
- Authorization Delegation
- Enterprise Metadata
- B2B
- Reference Data
- ERP
- Enterprise Canonical Model
- IIOT
- Master Data
- Identity
- Mergers
How can standards help address the semantics challenge?

Business execs want to know!

(They also want to know if standards matter now now that blockchain is here.)
A point of competitive advantage: The combination of equipment we put together and the mixture of the chemicals we put in it.

A point of competitive advantage: Business networks and information systems that support farm-to-fork.

A point of competitive advantage: Build the most lethal, survivable and connected fighter aircraft ever.
4 feet 8 ½ inches
That wasn't too bad. A little more work integrating with two, but still more straightforward than being constrained by standards.

Why did we have to develop two? Standards are complicated. Better, I feel like overkill. I could have done it so much faster without standards.

Holy s%*t! This is a f*$@!^ nightmare!

Bring on the next one.
proprietary